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MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS: 

A PROOF OF A CONJECTURE OF A. ZYGMUND 

BY ANTONIO CORDOBA 

In Rn let us consider the family Bn of parallelepipeds with sides parallel to 
the coordinate axes. We may ask for conditions upon the locally integrable func
tion ƒ in order that 

[*] xÇER<EBn ViKiJR 
dmm(R) —> 0 

a.e. JC., where JJL = Lebesgue measure in Rn. 
In 1935 B. Jessen, J. Marcinkiewicz and A. Zygmund [1] showed that [*] 

holds so long as ƒ G L{\ -f (log+L)n~~l)(Rn) locally. Furthermore this result is 
the best possible in the following sense: if \p(t) is an Orlicz's space defining func
tion such that \p(t) = o(/(log t)""1), t —> °°, then statement [*] is false for a 
typical Lyu -function (typical in the sense of Baire's category). Of course the 
case n = 1 was known before as Lebesgue's Differentiation theorem. 

The following natural problem was proposed by A. Zygmund: given a 
positive function $ on R2, monotonie on each variable separately, let us consider 
the differentiation basis B^ in R3 defined by the two parameters family of 
parallelepipeds whose sides are parallel to the rectangular coordinate axis and 
whose dimensions are given by s x t x <I>(s, t), s, t positive real numbers. For 
which locally integrable functions ƒ is statement [*] true with respect to the 
family B&Ï 

In general the differentiation properties of B^ must be, at least, not worse 
than 2?3, the basis of all parallelepipeds in R3 whose sides have the direction of 
the coordinate axes, and, of course, not better than J?2. A. Zygmund conjectured 
after his 1935 paper that B& behaves like B2. This conjecture is now a theorem 
with applications to a.e. convergence of Poisson Kernels associated to certain 
symmetric spaces. 

THEOREM, (a) B^ differentiates integrals of functions which are locally 
inL(l + log+Z,)(R3), that is 
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R=>x IX{R}JR 
cue.x 

R&Bfa 

so long as f is locally in L(l + log4"L)(R3)9 where jut denotes Lebesgue measure 
inR3. 

(b) The associated maximal function 

M*f(x) = Sup - L - f | / ( y ) | * W 

satisfies the inequality 

vw*m > « > o} < c JR3 ̂  {I + iog+ ^L}<wa 
/or some universal constant C<°°. 

The proof is based on the following geometric argument: 

COVERING LEMMA, Let B be a family of dyadic parallelepipeds in R3 

satisfying the following monotonicity property: ifRv R2&B and the horizon
tal dimensions ofR% are both strictly smaller than the corresponding dimensions 
ofR2, then the vertical dimension ofRt must be not bigger than the vertical 
dimension ofRv 

Then the family B satisfies the exponential type covering property, that is: 
Given {Ra }CB one can select a subfamily {Rj} C {Ra } such that, 

(i) !x{\jRa)<CiJi{\JRf}, 
(ii) S\JRj e*V&XRf?c))dtfpc) < Cix{ (J R,} 

for some universal constant C < <*>, 

APPLICATION, Consider 

A*' *!)•"•*• R* = {X = I x U real, symmetric, 2 x 2-matrices}? 

and the cone F = ( j e R 3
9 positive definite}. Then TT = tube over T = 

Siegel's upper half-space = {X 4- iY$ Y positive definite}, 
For each integrable function ƒ in R3 we have the "Poisson integral"» 

u(X + tY)^PY*f(x% FET, 

where 

Py(X) » C [det Y] 3/2/ldet(Z 4-i F)|3 

and we may ask the following question: for which functions ƒ is it true that 
u{X + iY) - * ƒ ( * ) , a.e. X where 7 —• Q? 
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It is a well-known fact that if Y = cl = (£ J) —* 0, then w(X + iT) —• 
ƒ (J), a.e. X for integrable functions ƒ. On the other hand if Y —* 0 without 
any restriction than a.e. convergence fails for every class £P(R3), 1 <p < °°. 

Here we can settle the case 

because an easy computation shows that 

MfÇX) = SupY\iKX + iY)\ 

where 

is majorized, in a suitable sense, by M^f with <E>(s, f) = (s • f)%. Therefore we 
have convergence for L(l + log+Z,)(R3) and, since M f > CM^ f is also true for 
some c > 0, i ( l + log+X)(R3) is the best class for which almost everywhere 
convergence holds. 
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